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Abstract
Web search is an essential way for humans
to obtain information, but it’s still a great
challenge for machines to understand the contents of web pages. In this paper, we introduce the task of structural reading comprehension (SRC) on web. Given a web page
and a question about it, the task is to find
the answer from the web page. This task requires a system not only to understand the
semantics of texts but also the structure of
the web page. Moreover, we proposed WebSRC, a novel Web-based Structural Reading
Comprehension dataset. WebSRC consists of
400K question-answer pairs, which are collected from 6.4K web pages. Along with the
QA pairs, corresponding HTML source code,
screenshots, and metadata are also provided
in our dataset. Each question in WebSRC requires a certain structural understanding of a
web page to answer, and the answer is either a
text span on the web page or yes/no. We evaluate various baselines on our dataset to show
the difficulty of our task. We also investigate
the usefulness of structural information and visual features. Our dataset and baselines have
been publicly available1 .

1

Figure 1: Examples for a web page. (a) is the original
web page. (b) is the HTML code for the content in the
red box. Each HTML tag begins with a starting tag
and ends with a closing tag (with a slash in tag). <td>
stands for a table cell and <span> stands for a content
span. (c) shows the text extracted from the web page.
(d) contains some sample questions for the web page.

Introduction

fail to perform question answering on arbitrary web
Web pages are the most common source of human
pages. The difficulty lies in the variety of web
knowledge and daily information. With the help
pages and the complexity of the web layouts, which
of modern search engines, people can easily locate
requires a system not only to consider the text but
web pages and find information by simply typing
also the structures of web pages.
some keywords. However, traditional search enThere are two kinds of structures for each web
gines only retrieve web pages related to the query
page: spatial structure and logical structure. The
and highlight the possible answers (Chen, 2018), spatial structure is how the information is visually
they can’t understand the web pages and answer the
organized, and the logical structure is how the inquery based on contents. The rapid development of
formation is organized by semantics. Figure 1(a)
question answering systems and knowledge graphs
shows the spatial structure of the web page, e.g.,
enables search engines to answer simple questions
how the texts are arranged and what are their reladirectly (Chakraborty et al., 2019), but they still
tive positions. The logical structure can be deduced
∗
by the spatial structure and the semantics of the
The corresponding authors are Lu Chen and Kai Yu.
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texts. For example, this image introduces the infor4173
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Datasets
WEIR(Bronzi et al., 2013)
SWDE(Hao et al., 2011)
Expanded SWDE(Lockard et al., 2019)
WebSRC(Ours)

#domain
4
8
3
11

#website
40
80
21
70

Task
ClosedIE
ClosedIE
OpenIE
QA

#Query
32
32
748
2735

With Image
No
No
No
Yes

Table 1: The comparison with datasets with HTML. The query in ClosedIE is the attributes needed to be extracted,
in OpenIE is predicates, and in WebSRC is the questions before data augmentation.

mation about two cars, with car names at the top
followed by the detailed specifications. A human
can easily answer the questions in Figure 1(d) by
referring to the relevant section in the logical structure. But for computers, it’s hard to understand the
logical structure by just taking the spatial structure
(the image) as input due to the lack of common
sense. Computers need to infer the answers from
the font size, the color and the spatial relations
between texts, let alone they need to extract texts
from the image and understand them.
An alternative way is to utilize the text from web
page. Figure 1(c) shows the texts extracted from
Figure 1(a). As we can see, the layout structure is
lost in the plain text, and the text is just a concatenation of short phrases without a meaningful context.
It would be difficult to answer questions only based
on such texts. Besides texts, we can also parse the
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) document,
i.e. the source code of the web page. It describes
the structure of the webs page and uses HTML elements (tags) to display the contents. We will use the
term tag and element in this paper interchangeably.
Figure 1(b) shows the HTML code corresponding
to the part of the web page highlighted in the red
box. HTML is a kind of semi-structured document
(Buneman, 1997), where tags with different structural semantics serve as separators. It’s also called
the “self-describing” structure. An HTML document can be parsed into a tree-like structure called
DOM2 (Document Object Model), where the tree
nodes are elements in the HTML, and texts are
all leaf nodes in the tree. An HTML DOM tree
can serve as a structural representation of the web
page, where visually similar items on the web page
would be sub-trees with similar structures. For example in Figure 1, the HTML structure is identical
for the segment in the blue and red boxes. They
are only different in the text. However, due to the
complexity of rendering HTML code into a web
page, a single HTML would not be enough to rep2

resent the full logic structure of the web page. For
example, in Figure 1(b), the four <span> are in the
same spatial level of the DOM tree, but they play
different semantic roles in the web page, i.e. the
first span indicates an attribute and the second contains the corresponding value. We need to leverage
both the visual and structural information to gain a
comprehensive understanding.
To promote researches in question answering on
web pages, we introduce WebSRC, a dataset for
reading comprehension on structural web pages.
The task is to answer questions about web pages,
which requires a system to have a comprehensive
understanding of the spatial structure and logical
structure. WebSRC consists of 6.4K web pages
and 400K question-answer pairs about web pages.
For each web page, we manually chose one segment from it and saved the corresponding HTML
code, screenshot, and metadata like positions and
sizes. Questions in WebSRC were created for each
segment. Answers are either text spans from web
pages or yes/no. Taking the HTML code, screenshot, metadata as well as question as input, a model
is to predict the answer from the web page. The
comparison of WebSRC with other datasets with
HTML documents is illustrated in Table 1. Our
dataset is the only one that provides HTML documents and images, and is larger in the number of
domains and queries.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
• We proposed the task of structural reading
comprehension (SRC) on web, which is a
multi-modal machine reading comprehension
task that focuses on understanding texts and
screenshots on web pages.
• We created a large dataset for web-based
structural reading comprehension consisting
of 400K QAs and 6.4K web page segments,
where HTML code and additional visual features are also provided.
• We evaluated several baselines on WebSRC

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Document_Object_Model
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and the results showed that WebSRC is highly
different from the existing textual QA datasets
and is challenging even for the leading pretrained language model.

2

Related Work

Li et al., 2016), but they only contain text snippets
extracted from web pages. Bronzi et al. (2013)
proposed a dataset called WEIR, consisting of 40
websites from 4 domains. Hao et al. (2011) proposed SWDE, which contains 124,291 web pages
from 80 websites, and Lockard et al. (2019) expanded SWDE for openIE. All these datasets only
contain HTML code for extraction, and the task is
to extract pre-defined attributes of entities in web
pages, e.g. the author of a book. Layout analysis
(Binmakhashen and Mahmoud, 2019) is the task to
analyze document images like contracts, bills, and
business emails. IIT-CDIP (Lewis et al., 2006) and
RVL-CDIP (Harley et al., 2015) are two datasets
collected for document classification. Jaume et al.
(2019) proposed FUNSD for form understanding
and Huang et al. (2019) organized SROIE competition for receipt understanding. PubLayNet (Zhong
et al., 2019) and DocBank (Li et al., 2020) are
proposed to benchmark the task of layout recognition in academic papers. However, compared to
the images in the layout analysis task, web pages
are much more complex in organizing information.
The terms to be recognized are relatively stable
in layout analysis, while web pages may contain
various information that is hard to be pre-defined.

Machine reading comprehension (MRC) models
have achieved excellent performance on plain text
corpus (Zeng et al., 2020) in recent years. Traditional datasets for machine reading comprehension (Talmor et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2018; Rajpurkar et al., 2016, 2018; Choi et al., 2018; Reddy
et al., 2019; Lai et al., 2017) contain plain text
passages and QAs about them. However, HTML
code in the form of semi-structured documents is
different from the ordinary textual corpus. Recently, multi-modal MRC has gained the interest of researchers. Multi-modal MRC datasets
with both images and texts are proposed, such as
MovieQA (Tapaswi et al., 2016), TQA (Kembhavi
et al., 2017), COMICS (Iyyer et al., 2017) and
RecipeQA (Yagcioglu et al., 2018). Images in these
datasets provide different information from texts,
and texts are supplementary descriptions for images. Text VQA (Mishra et al., 2019; Singh et al.,
2019; Mathew et al., 2021) is a kind of VQA (visual question answering) task (Antol et al., 2015), 3 Data Collection
whose task is to answer questions about a realThe construction of our dataset consists of five
world image, and questions in this task are about
stages: § 3.3 web page selection, § 3.4 web page
the texts in the image. However, there is no existing
text or layout description available in the image, collection, § 3.5 question labeling, § 3.6 data augmentation and § 3.7 final review. We will describe
but we can access them easily on web pages.
each stage in detail below.
Information extraction for web pages has been
investigated intensively (Chang et al., 2006). Pre3.1 Task Definition
vious studies mainly focus on building templates
The task of structural machine reading comprehenfor HTML DOM tree, called Wrapper Induction
(Kushmerick, 2000; Flesca et al., 2004; Kushmer- sion on web can be described as given the context C
and a question q, predict the answer a. In our task,
ick et al., 1997; Muslea et al., 1999), or using well
the context can be HTML code, screenshots, and
designed visual features like font sizes, element
the corresponding metadata. Denote the machine
sizes, and positions (Zhu et al., 2005, 2006). These
methods require abundant human labor to label tem- reading comprehension model as F, our task can
be formulated as:
plates and analyze features, which makes it hard to
generalize to unseen websites. Chen et al. (2021)
F(C, q) = a
(1)
proposed a program synthesis based technique to
extract web information. Some studies focused on
recognizing tables from web pages (Zanibbi et al., 3.2 Locating text in HTML
2004) and tried to model the physical and logical
To precisely locate the text in HTML, we first destructure of tables in HTML, Zhang et al. (2020) fine the text of an HTML node: the text of an
proposed to use a graph to represent the table struc- HTML node is the concatenation of texts in its deture. Some web QA datasets are proposed (Dunn
scendant nodes in the DOM tree, where the order
et al., 2017; Joshi et al., 2017; Dhingra et al., 2017; of texts is derived by the depth-first search. With
4175

Figure 2: Examples for three types of web pages. (a) and (b) are web pages of type KV, (c) is a web page of type
comparison, (d) is a web page of type table.

this definition, a text can be located by the tag containing the text, and the beginning position in the
text of the node.
3.3

Web page selection

discuss different types of websites in detail below.
KV Information in this type of web page is presented in the form of “key: value”, where the key is
an attribute name and the value is the corresponding
value. See Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) for illustration. This kind of web page can be found from the
detail page of an entity, e.g. a car or a book. We
choose the section that describes attributes about
the entity from the web page.
Comparison This type is similar to type KV
but with a major difference: web pages of type
comparison contain several entities with the same
attributes. For instance, in Figure 2(c), there are
two cars with same attributes in the image and they
form a comparison. We chose the segment that at
least contains a comparison between two objects.
Table Web pages of this type use a table to
present information. A table contains the comparison between rows naturally but unlike the type
comparison, it uses a unified header to represent
attributes and each row in the table only contains
values. Figure 2(d) shows the statistics table of
a basketball player. The segment we chose is the
table area on the web page.

In this phase, we choose websites for further data
collecting. We are interested in the structure of the
web page, so in the web page selection phase, we
only focused on websites with a relatively complex
structure and that have abundant information for
question answering. We didn’t choose websites
with long textual paragraphs like Wikipedia, where
the structure has little influence on understanding
the content. We started from the website list of the
SWDE (Hao et al., 2011) dataset, which contains
80 websites from 8 domains. Websites on the list
that are no longer available are dropped. We also
expanded our website list by searching the domain
keywords and selected the most relevant websites.
In total, we obtained 70 websites from 11 domains.
We didn’t use the whole web page but only chose
some segments to build our dataset, because a complete web page may contain ads or additional structures like navigation tabs, which brings too much
noise into the web page and makes the task much
3.4 Web page collection
harder. We admit that in the real-world scenario
We recruited six computer science students with
we have to deal with the full web page, but we
web crawling experience to collect the web pages.
consider the problem of question-answering in full
We
first rendered the website in the headless
web pages can be modeled as a two-stage process:
Chrome browser, then for each segment, we manfirst, find the relevant segment in the web page and
ually wrote extracting code to crawl it. We saved
then answer the question based on the segment. In
the corresponding HTML and the screenshot of the
this work, we will focus on learning the structure
segment, as well as additional metadata (including
of a given web page segment and leave the segment
the location and size of each tag, the color and font
locating problem as future work.
of texts). We used Selenium3 to collect all the data.
The choice of the segment is based on the type
For segments of type comparison or type taof web page. We category web pages into three
ble, we would drop some objects in comparison
types, KV, comparison, and table, according to
3
the different ways to display information. We will
https://www.seleniumhq.org/
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Figure 3: The pipeline for labeling questions and augmenting data.

or delete some rows in the table if the size of the
segment is too large. We crawled homogeneous
segments from 100 web pages under each website,
each of them shares a common HTML structure
but with different content. We obtained 6447 web
pages after dropping some invalid web pages. We
removed all non-ascii characters and extra spaces
in HTML. Tags that have little influence on HTML
structure are removed, including the <script> and
the <style>. Properties of HTML tags are also removed except for class, id, title and aria-label, for
these properties often serve as descriptions of a tag.
We added an additional attribute called tid to all
tags, which was used in locating tags with answers.

the GP score in 2017-18?
• Ask questions with condition. For example
in Figure 2 (c), what’s the price of the white
car? with a condition "white".
• Ask yes/no questions for confusing terms. For
example in Figure 2 (b), Is the storage 32GB?
asks about the storage size which is similar to
the RAM.

We also asked annotators to label the answer
in the HTML, including the answer text, the tag
containing the answer (represented using tid) and
the beginning position of the answer in the text
of the answer tag. When creating questions, we
3.5 Question Labeling
also encourage annotators to ask questions that are
We recruited three annotators to label questions
meaningful from an actual end user’s perspective.
and answers for each crawled segment. We showed
We asked a different annotator to check if the
screenshots to annotators and asked them to create
questions about the content on the image. All ques- question is followed one of the styles above and if
the answer is a valid text in the segment or yes/no.
tions should be answerable by the screenshot, and
We
collected 460 unique questions for all segments,
the answer should be a text shown in the image or
and we called these questions meta-questions.
yes/no. We asked annotators to create questions in
To enhance the diversity of question expression,
the following style:
we published a question rewriting task on Amazon
• Ask questions about certain key-value pair. Mechanical Turk (AMT) to polish meta-questions.
For example in Figure 2 (a), what’s the engine
Workers on AMT were shown a screenshot and
specification of this car?
a meta-question with the answer, and their task
• Ask questions about certain object in the com- is to rewrite the given question without changing
the meaning. We encouraged the worker to use
parison. For example in Figure 2 (c), what’s
more complex expressions and use synonyms for
the price of Audi A5?
attributes if possible. Each worker should create
• Ask questions about a cell value in the table. three different versions of meta-questions. 191
For the table example in Figure 2 (d), what’s
workers participated in the rewriting task, and
4177

we asked another four annotators to filter questions with obvious grammar errors and inconsistent
meaning. About 10% questions are dropped after
review. Examples of rewritten questions are shown
in Figure 3. As we can see, annotators may change
the way of asking, introduce subjunctive mood or
change the question to an imperative sentence. We
collected 2735 questions at this stage.

The statistics of different types of websites are
shown in Table 2. The most common type of website is type KV, which accounts for about a half.
The least type of website is type comparison with
only 17% of the total websites. For we can generate
questions for each value in a table, the proportion
of QA pairs of type table is much bigger than its
proportion of websites, which is about 40%.

3.6

4.2

Data Augmentation

Although the structure of different websites varies
a lot, web pages under the same website have a
similar structure. In this phase, we automatically
applied collected questions to all homogeneous
web pages. For each question, we manually created
extracting rules to identify answers on different
web pages. We generate new QA pairs for all web
pages by replacing the original answer with the
answer extracted from the homogeneous web page.
If a question contains a specific entity name, e.g. a
car name in the comparison, we also replace it with
the actual entity on the corresponding web page.
After data augmentation, we obtained 400498
question-answer pairs in total. The whole process
of question labeling and data augmentation is illustrated in Figure 3.
3.7

Final review

We wrote tests for the dataset to check the correctness of the label, the completeness of saved files
and the format of dataset. We also sample 100
QA pairs from each website and asked four experienced annotators to double-check the correctness
of semantics, e.g. whether the answer matches the
question, whether the question is suitable for the
web page. Cases with errors would send back to
annotators for a new round of labeling.

4

Dataset Analysis

QAs in WebSRC

WebSRC consists of two kinds of questions: whquestions and yes-no questions. Questions starting
with “what” are the most common questions, and
questions starting with “what is the” account for
29.3% of the whole dataset. As for yes-no questions, words like Is, Can and Does are strong indicators. The average length of questions is 8.26.
Answers in WebSRC are relatively short,
86.78% of which are within 3 words and 55.21%
answers have only one word. However, a text that
is visually a whole may be scattered in multiple
HTML tags. The example shown in Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon. The line “21 / 26 mpg”
is separated by “<span>” tags. Besides, a tag
may contain additional texts except for the answer.
For example, the answer to the second question
in Figure 1 is a sub-span of whole tag text 2L
184hp@4800 In-Line 4. About 2.35% answers are
distributed in multiple tags and 13.21% answers
are sub-spans of the text of HTML nodes.

5

Baseline Models

We propose three baseline models for WebSRC.
They take different kinds of context into consideration. We describe these models in detail below.
5.1

Pre-trained Language Model with Text
(T-PLM)

In the first baseline, we convert the HTML code
into non-structural pure text by simply deleting
all HTML tags, and utilize Pre-trained Language
Models (PLM), e.g. BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),
to predict answer spans. We regard it as an extrac4.1 Dataset statistics
tive QA task. We add two additional words yes
and no to the end of context for yes-no questions
Type
#website #webpage
#QA
prediction. Here the context C in Eq. (1) is the
KV
34
3207
168606
resulting plain text. The resulting plain text and the
Comparison
15
1339
68578
corresponding question are concatenated to form
Table
21
1901
163314
the input sequence x. Then the probability distributions for each token to be the start token and the
Table 2: Statistics of different types of websites.
end token of the answer span can be obtained as
4178

In this section, we conduct throughout analysis of
WebSRC. We only show some major results here
and for more statistics please refer to Appendix A.

follows:
Z = PLM (x) ,

(2)

p , p ∝ SoftMax (Linear (Z)) ,

(3)

s

e

where Z is the resulting sequence representation
calculated by PLM; ps and pe are start and end
distributions. We use cross-entropy as our objective
function.
In addition, after obtaining the predicted answer
spans, we go over the HTML code again to find
the tightest tag that contains the whole answer and
take it as the predicted answer tag.
5.2

Pre-trained Language Model with HTML
(H-PLM)

In the second baseline, we incorporate HTML tags
into PLM. We called this baseline H-PLM. The
model architecture of H-PLM is identical to TPLM, the only difference is we use HTML documents with HTML tags as our context C. To deal
with the HTML tags, we remove all attributes, leaving the angle brackets, tag names, and the possible
slashes unchanged. The resulting tag sequence
looks like <div>, <img/>, </p>, etc. We treat
these HTML tags as new special tokens in the sequence and randomly initialize their embedding for
training.
5.3

Visual Information Enhanced
Pre-trained Language Model (V-PLM)

is repeated N times. We repeat the concatenation
procedure between each self-attention block. The
final representation is then sent to the classification
layer to produce the starting and ending probability
distribution, which is the same as H-PLM.

6
6.1

Experiments
Dataset Splits

We manually divide our dataset into train/dev/test
sets at the website level, where the training set contains 50 websites, dev and test contain 10 websites
respectively. Both the dev set and the test set have
all three types of websites and have a similar distribution of website types. The detailed statistics of
each set are shown in Table 3.
Split
Train
Dev
Test

#website
50
10
10

#webpage
4549
913
985

#QA
307315
52826
40357

Table 3: Statistics of dataset splits.

6.2

Evaluate Metrics

We use three kinds of metrics for evaluation.
Exact match (EM) This metric is used to evaluate whether a predicted answer is completely the
same as the ground truth. It will be challenging for
those answers that are only part of the tag text.
F1 score (F1) This metric measures the overlap
of the predicted answer and the ground truth. We
split the answer and ground truth into tokens and
compute the F1 score on them.
Path overlap score (POS) When the model predicts an answer from a wrong tag but the text of
the answer is identical to the ground truth, the exact match and F1 score will fail. Therefore we
introduce path overlap score, a tag level metric
that evaluates the accuracy in structure. An HTML
document is a DOM tree, so for every tag, there
exists a unique path from the root <HTML> element to the tag. We compute the path overlap
score (POS) between path p1 and p2 as following:
1 ∩P2 |
POS = |P
|P1 ∪P2 | , where P1 and P2 are the sets of
elements in the path p1 and p2 respectively. | · |
denotes the size of a set.

As introduced in Section 1, HTML is not enough to
represent the whole web structure. In the third baseline, we take the visual information from web pages
into consideration. We call this model V-PLM. It
consists of three parts: PLM, visual information
enhanced self-attention blocks, and a classification
layer.
For each tag in HTML, we can use the bounding box provided in meta data to locate the tag in
screenshot and obtain the visual embedding using
the Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2016). We concatenate output hidden state Z from H-PLM with the
corresponding visual embeddings, where tokens
within the same tag share the same visual embedding. For the example in Figure 1, the visual embeddings of <span>, Fuel, Economy, </span> are
all the same. For other special tokens and tokens
in the question, their visual embeddings are zero
6.3 Experiment Setup
vectors.
The concatenated embedding is then fed into a
We train our baselines on the training set and seself-attention block (Vaswani et al., 2017), which
lect the best models on the dev set based on the
4179

Models
T-PLM (BERT)
H-PLM (BERT)
V-PLM (BERT)
T-PLM (ELECTRA)
H-PLM (ELECTRA)
V-PLM (ELECTRA)

w/ text
√
√
√
√
√
√

w/ tag

w/ screenshot

√
√

√

√
√

√

EM
52.12
61.51
62.07
61.67
70.12
73.22

DEV
F1
61.57
67.04
66.66
69.85
74.14
76.16

POS
79.74
82.97
83.64
84.15
86.33
87.06

EM
39.28
52.61
52.84
56.32
66.29
68.07

TEST
F1
49.49
59.88
60.80
72.35
72.21
75.25

POS
67.68
76.13
76.39
79.18
83.17
84.96

Table 4: Experimental results of various baselines on dev and test sets. EM stands for exact match score, and POS
stands for path overlap score.

exact match score. We use uncased BERT-Base
and ELECTRA-Large (Clark et al., 2020) as our
backbone PLM models. The learning rate is 1e5. The batch size is 32. We use Adam optimizer
with a linear scheduler. For V-PLM, the number of
self-attention blocks is 3.
6.4

Results & Discussion

Figure 4: The performance (EM score) comparison
of three baselines on 10 different websites on dev set.
These websites fall into three categories: KV, Table,
and Comparison.

model on text-based MRC tasks, e.g. SQuAD2.0
(Rajpurkar et al., 2018). However, ELECTRA can
achieve about 80 EM score on SQuAD2.0, while it
can only achieve about 60 EM score on WebSRC.
It indicates that WebSRC is still challenging for the
current pre-trained language models.
In Figure 4, we further compare the performance
of three baseline models on different websites. We
find that on three websites, i.e. game10, sport09,
and auto08, H-PLM and V-PLM outperform TPLM with a large margin. Both game10 and
sport09 fall into the category of table, and auto08
falls into the category of comparison. We consider
in comparison and table websites, plain text is not
enough to answer questions and more structural
information is needed. Generally, to gain good
performance on table and comparison web pages,
models should have a good understanding of the
global structure of web pages as well as the semantic of contents. From Figure 4, we can also find
that among three types of web pages, these models
perform worst on table.

The experimental results are shown in Table 4.
We can find that no matter which PLM is used, the
Method/Metric #EM
#F1 #POS
more context information (i.e. text, HTML tag,
screenshot) yields better performance. Specifically,
T-PLM-SQuAD 29.68 42.91 62.75
comparing H-PLM with T-PLM, we find that HT-PLM
54.55 65.28 76.44
PLM outperforms T-PLM by a large margin. The
H-PLM
61.83 68.24 78.38
tag information in H-PLM can implicitly model
V-PLM
64.71 69.26 82.81
the visual structure of web pages to some degree.
Table 5: Results for SQuAD model.
Comparing V-PLM with H-PLM, we find that VPLM can outperform H-PLM in almost all metrics,
which means explicit visual features can provide
Though the result has shown the difficulty of our
additional structural information. However, we can
dataset, we also wonder about the performance on
also find that the improvement of performance is
our dataset of the model that does well on largenot very large. This is because the Faster-RCNN
scale QA datasets. We fine-tuned a pre-trained
toolkit used here is pre-trained on nature images. BERT-Base model on SQuAD 2.0 dataset, and then
It may not well apply to screenshots of web pages. use the parameters to initialize our baselines. For
In the future, there is a lot of room for exploration
H-PLM and V-PLM we still randomly initialize the
of how to make good use of visual information.
tag embedding and visual information enhanced
From Table 4, we can also find that ELECTRA- self-attention blocks. The SQuAD model we used
based models consistently outperform BERT-based
can achieve an exact match score of 71 in SQuAD.
models. ELECTRA is the best single pre-trained
The result is shown in table 5. In the first row,
4180

Figure 5: Case Study. The true answers are marked by green boxes, and the answers predicted by the model are
marked by red boxes.

we report the result of the SQuAD model on our
dataset without fine-tuning. The exact match score
is only 29.68, which means the texts from HTML
are highly different from the normal textual passages. Though the fine-tuned models almost outperform the version without pretraining in all metrics,
there is still a large gap between their performance
in the textual QA dataset, which means we need
more advanced technology to model the HTML
structure.

the name of the movie, which means they failed
to recognize the time information from plain text
or HTML. V-PLM can leverage the visual hints
and located the right answer. These two examples
show that in order to make a comprehensive understanding of web page, a model should be able to
understand the visual layout, and group the information correctly according to the spatial structure.

6.5

In this paper, we introduce WebSRC, a multi-modal
dataset for web-based structural reading comprehension with both HTML documents and screenshots. The task is to answer questions about the
web pages. We evaluate several baselines on our
dataset, and the results showed that incorporating
layout features with textual contents is crucial to
web understanding, but how to utilize such structural information requires further investigation. We
hope this work can push the research on web-based
structural reading comprehension forward. In the
future, we will go beyond web pages to explore
more structural reading comprehension tasks.

Case Study

7

Conclusion

To further analyze the behaviors of our models,
we select two images from our dataset and list the
predictions made by baselines with a BERT backbone. The result is shown in Figure 5. The image
on the left shows information about two universities. The question asked the tuition of the first
university but none of the three baselines made the
right prediction. T-PLM predicted a longer string
other than a raw price because there is no clear
boundary of contents in the plain text, while in
HTML the tags are natural separators for contents.
H-PLM and V-PLM successfully fetched the entire field of Net Price, but they failed to model the
Acknowledgments
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A.1

Appendix
Dataset distribution

The distribution of different website types in various domains is shown in Figure 6. As the figure
illustrated, not all domains contain three website
types while type KV almost exists in all domains.
Websites of type comparison are concentrated in
the domain of goods, i.e. auto, book, in the form
of item comparison. Most web pages with type
table belong to the domain sports, which contain
the score data of players.

Figure 6: Distribution of different type of websites in
different domains.

Figure 7 shows the data distribution in different domains. Domains auto, university and sports
account for more than half of the data, and hotel,
camera and restaurant are the domains that with
least data. This distribution can attribute to the
amount of information carried by websites and the
amount of information in different domains that are
interested by people.
A.2

Figure 7: Data distribution in different domains.

Figure 8: Distribution of HTML tags. The blue is the
top 10 HTML tags in all HTML code, and the red is the
top 10 HTML tags containing an answer.

The mean depth of HTML DOM trees is 9.8 and
the mean depth of tags containing answers is 7.1,
which means the upper nodes in the DOM tree
would provide more structural information and the
lower nodes would contain more specific information.

HTML statistics

We explored the distribution of HTML tags in WebSRC. Figure 8 shows the relative proportion of top
10 frequent HTML tags and top 10 frequent HTML
tags containing an answer. Three most common
tags are <div>, <td> and <span> on all pages,
which are also most frequent tags containing answers. <div> and <span> are used for separating
an area, while <td> represents a table cell. This
observation indicates that the type of tag may imply the semantics of the content. Though <div> is
the most frequent tag, <td> is much more likely
to contain an answer, for the reason that <div> is
often used in framing the web page while <td> is
commonly used for presenting a value. The average number of HTML tags in web pages is 177.
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